Sage Video brings learning to life through our expertly curated collections featuring documentary-style videos, real-world scenarios, and compelling interviews. Each collection is designed to accommodate multiple learning styles and is carefully crafted to facilitate learning and expand knowledge. Developed with leading academics, Sage Video will help transfer principles into practice across the social sciences.

Why Sage Video?

• Benefit from exclusive video content featuring leading experts in their fields, with a focus on key learning objectives that align precisely with the current curriculum.
• Personalize your learning experience by creating custom clips, building playlists, or accessing offline playback options.
• Seamlessly integrate videos into course management systems and presentations by embedding them directly.

sagelearningresources.com/video
Subject collections

Business & Management
In-depth interviews with experts from around the world on topics as varied as innovation management, corporate social responsibility, and social media marketing.

Counseling & Psychotherapy
Learn how expert practitioners handle typical issues and challenges—from evidence-based practice to diversity and inclusion—through hours of tutorials, interviews, and demonstrations.

Criminology & Criminal Justice
The criminal justice system is brought vividly to life with tutorial videos covering the criminal investigation process and behind-the-scenes access to forensics labs and correctional facilities.

Education
Videos cover a range of teaching settings and in-practice situations, from educational leadership to supporting students in understanding theory and applying it in practice.

Leadership
An interdisciplinary streaming video collection where expert practitioners share how they research and teach leadership.

Media, Communication & Cultural Studies
This collection covers communication studies, film and television studies, popular culture, media studies, and advertising.

Nursing
Designed to augment the standard curriculum on clinical skills, this collection focuses on soft-skill development to train today’s nursing students to treat the whole patient.

Political Science & International Relations
Develop political literacy with videos that reinforce course fundamentals, introduce new perspectives, and bring theory to life with in-practice examples.
Subject collections

Psychology
Access exclusive scenarios, like psychologists at work, and explore a broad range of psychology topics including research methods, COVID-19 lockdown effects, and multicultural clinical diagnoses.

Social Justice
Experience the dynamic cross-disciplinary collection that takes users on a journey to the front lines of social justice movements worldwide, delving into the impactful work being done, and the strides yet to come.

Social Work
Explore the skills necessary to become a social worker through videos that show insights of different client groups and elevate understanding of how theory and policy relate to practice.

Sociology
Explore society from a range of perspectives, including socio-economic class structure, gender and sexuality, race and ethnicity, and the social interactions of everyday.

Platform features

A user-friendly video player with features focused on accessibility

- HTML5 player
- Control playback, speed, closed captions
- Create custom clips
- Cite, share or embed HTML code in a web page
- Download videos to access on the go
- Save to playlist
- Auto-scroll, searchable, downloadable transcripts
- Shortcut keys
Discover other available resources in our portfolio

Sage Business
Sage Skills
Sage Research Methods

Sage Data
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Sage Campus

Sage Reference & Academic Books

CQ Press Library

To request a trial, please visit sagelearningresources.com